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1. Introduction
By a twisted Higgs bundle on a Ka¨hler manifold X we shall mean a pair (E, φ)
consisting of a holomorphic vector bundle E and a holomorphic bundle morphism
φ : M ⊗ E → E
for some holomorphic vector bundle M . Such objects were first considered by
Hitchin [22] when X is a curve and M is the tangent bundle of X, and also by
Simpson [39] for higher dimensional base.
For a choice of positive real constant c, there is a Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence
[2, 8, 22, 38] for such pairs, generalizing the Donaldson–Uhlenbeck–Yau Theorem
[10, 41] for vector bundles. This result states that (E, φ) is polystable if and only
if E admits a hermitian metric h solving the Hitchin equation
iΛFh + c[φ, φ
∗] = λ Id, (1.1)
where Fh denotes the curvature of the Chern connection of the hermitian metric,
[φ, φ∗] = φφ∗ − φ∗φ with φ∗ denoting the adjoint of φ taken fibrewise and λ is a
topological constant.
The aforementioned correspondence is a powerful tool to decide whether there exists
a solution of (1.1), but it provides little information as to the actual solution h. In
this paper we study a quantization of this problem that is expressed in terms of
finite dimensional data and “balanced metrics” that give approximate solutions to
the Hitchin equation.
To discuss details, suppose that X is projective, so carries an ample line bundle L
which admits a positive hermitian metric hL whose curvature is a Ka¨hler form ω,
and also fix a hermitian metric on M . The hypothesis we will make throughout
this paper on the vector bundle M is that it is globally generated (we expect that
this hypothesis can be removed). Writing E(k) := E ⊗ Lk, we fix a sequence of
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positive rationals δ = δk = O(k
n−1) and let
χ = χk =
dimH0(E(k))
rkE Vol(X,L)
,
which is a topological constant of order O(kn). We recall that, for k sufficiently
large, the sections of E(k) give a natural embedding
ι : X → G := G(H0(E(k)); rkE)
into the Grassmannian of rkE-dimensional quotients of H
0(E(k)). To capture the
Higgs field φ consider the composition
φ∗ = φ∗,k : H0(M)⊗H0(E(k))→ H0(M ⊗ E(k)) φ→ H0(E(k))
where the first map is the natural multiplication. Notice that H0(M) is hermitian,
since it carries the L2-metric induced by the hermitian metric on M and the volume
form determined by ω. Thus given a metric on H0(E(k)) (by which we mean a
metric induced from a hermitian inner product) there is an adjoint
(φ∗)∗ : H0(E(k))→ H0(M)⊗H0(E(k)).
From this we define an endomorphism of H0(E(k)) by
P := χ−1
(
Id +
δ[φ∗, (φ∗)∗]
1 + |||φ∗|||2
)
,
where |||φ∗|||2 := tr ((φ∗)∗φ∗) (see §2.2 for details). Observe that P depends on the
choice of metric on H0(E(k)) since the adjoint (φ∗)∗ does. For a canonical choice
of P , one can safely take δ = kn−1 in the following definition.
Definition 1.1. We say that a metric on H0(E(k)) is balanced if for some or-
thonormal basis s = (sj) we have∫
X
(sl, sj)ι∗hFS
ωn
n!
= Pjl, (1.2)
where hFS denotes the Fubini-Study metric on G and P = (Pjl) in this basis.
Definition 1.2. A hermitian metric h on E is said to be a balanced metric for
(E, φ) at level k if it is the pullback of the induced Fubini-Study metric for some
balanced metric on H0(E(k)), i.e.
h = h−kL ⊗ ι∗hFS
In this case we refer to the metric onH0(E(k)) as the corresponding balanced metric.
One verifies easily that if (1.2) holds for some orthonormal basis then it holds for
any orthonormal basis. In fact, the left hand side of (1.2) is simply the matrix of
the L2-metric induced by ι∗hFS . Thus when φ = 0 this is precisely the standard
definition of a balanced metric on E as considered by Wang [44, 45].
The two main results of this paper focus on different aspects of this definition.
First we will show that a balanced metric admits an interpretation as the zero of a
moment map. Thus the existence of such a metric should be thought of as a kind
of stability condition, and we show this is the case:
Theorem 1.3. Assume that M is globally generated. A twisted Higgs bundle (E, φ)
is Gieseker-polystable if and only if for all k sufficiently large it carries a balanced
metric at level k.
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When φ = 0, the idea that Gieseker-polystability of a vector bundle is related to
the solvability of a family of PDE’s indexed by k, as k →∞, goes back to [11, 47]
(for a set-up a priori non-related to balanced metrics, see also [26]).
Second we investigate how balanced metrics relate to solutions to the Hitchin equa-
tion. This turns out to be a much more complicated and interesting problem than
for the case φ = 0 [47].
Theorem 1.4. Assume that M is globally generated. Suppose hk is a sequence of
hermitian metrics on E which converges (in C∞ say) to h as k tends to infinity.
Suppose furthermore that hk is balanced at level k and that the sequence of corre-
sponding balanced metrics on H0(E(k)) is “weakly geometric”. Then h is, after a
possible conformal change, a solution of Hitchin equations.
By the weakly geometric hypothesis we mean that the operator norm of φ∗ is uni-
formly bounded over k, and its Frobenius norm is strictly O(kn). This assumption
is quite natural for as long as φ 6= 0 it holds, for instance, if this sequence of metrics
is “geometric” by which we mean it is the L2-metric induced by some hermitian
metric on E. We will give further justification for these notions in Appendix A.
We note that the choice of sequence δ = δk = O(k
n−1) in the definition of the
endomorphism P for our notion of balanced metric affects the constant c which
appears in the Hitchin equations, as discussed in Remark 6.1.
1.1. Proofs and techniques: There are three main parts of the proof of Theorem
1.3. In the first part we identify a complex parameter space for twisted Higgs bun-
dles (§2) carrying a positive symplectic structure and a moment map that matches
the balanced condition. In the second part we extend a classical result of Gieseker
[18] to characterize stability of twisted Higgs bundles in terms of Geometric Invari-
ant Theory (Theorems 3.5 and 3.6). The proof is then completed by an adaptation
of Phong-Sturm’s refinement [31] of Wang’s result in the case φ = 0 [45]. The
positivity of the symplectic structure and the linearization (used in the GIT result)
turn out to be the main obstacles to undertake our construction for general M .
The proof of Theorem 1.4 starts with the observation that the balanced condition,
which appears as a condition involving finite-dimensional matrix groups, interacts
with the Ka¨hler geometry of X via the identity∑
j
(Ps′j)(·, s′j)Hk = Id, (1.3)
where the s′j form an orthonormal basis for the L
2-metric induced by Hk = hk⊗hkL.
Using the weakly geometric hypothesis, we are able to prove in Theorem 5.3 an
asymptotic expansion for the endomorphism P around χ−1 Id, which relates the
left hand side endomorphism to the Bergman function
Bk =
∑
j
s′j(·, s′j)Hk .
Equation (1.3) combined with the Ho¨rmander estimate implies then the asymptotic
condition (in L2-norm)
Bk + ck
n−1[φ, φ∗] = χ Id +O(kn−2). (1.4)
With this at hand, the key tool for the proof of Theorem 1.4 is the asymptotic
expansion of the Bergman kernel [9, 15, 28, 40, 49, 50], which says that
k−nBk = Id +
1
k
(
ΛFh +
Sω
2
Id
)
+O
(
1
k2
)
(1.5)
where Sω is the scalar curvature of ω. For vector bundles without a Higgs field,
Theorem 1.4 follows almost immediately from this expansion (as observed by Don-
aldson). With the introduction of the Higgs field the proof is much more involved,
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essentially for the following reason: given a holomorphic map φ : E → F between
hermitian vector bundles, no information is lost when one considers instead the
pushforward φ∗ : H0(E(k)) → H0(F (k)) for k sufficiently large. However the ad-
joint φ∗ : F → E is not holomorphic, and so one cannot do the same thing (at least
not with the space of holomorphic sections). The natural object to consider in-
stead is the adjoint of (φ∗)∗ : H0(F (k))→ H0(E(k)) taken with respect to induced
L2-metrics, and we shall prove that that this adjoint captures all the information
that we need. Thus we have a method for quantizing the adjoint of a holomorphic
bundle morphism, which is a tool that we hope will be of use elsewhere.
For vector bundles without the Higgs field φ, a pertubation argument of Donaldson
[12] gives the converse to Theorem 1.4. We expect the same argument can be
applied to non-zero φ and to show that a solution to the Hitchin equation gives a
sequence of balanced metrics that is weakly geometric (and plan to take this up in
a sequel).
1.2. Comparison with Other Work: Our motivation for this study comes from
work of Donagi–Wijnholt [14, §3.3] concerning balanced metrics for twisted Higgs
bundles on surfaces with M = K−1X , which in turn was motivated by physical
quantities whose calculation depended on detailed knowledge of the solutions of
the Hitchin equations. In this case the equations go under the name of Vafa-
Witten equations and are particularly interesting [21, 48], arising directly from the
study of supersymmetric gauge theories in four dimensions [42]. In the work [14]
the authors consider the equation
Bk + ck
n−1[φ, φ∗] = χ Id +O(kn−2). (1.6)
as the defining condition for the balanced metrics. This equation, however, was
to be taken “pro forma” rather than as part of any general framework. We will
see that our definition of balanced agrees (and refines) that of Donagi–Wijnholt,
and thus puts this work into the theory of moment-maps. We stress that the work
here can only be applied to the Vafa–Witten equations if K−1X is globally generated
(which obviously holds on Calabi-Yau manifolds for instance) but expect that it is
possible to relax this hypothesis. Another interesting arena for the application of
our results is the theory of co-Higgs bundles [32, 33], in which M = TX∗, allows
further interesting examples where the globally generated assumption is satisfied.
A related notion of balanced metric was introduced by J. Keller in [19], for suitable
quiver sheaves arising from dimensional reduction considered in [3], but as pointed
out in [2] this does not allow twisting in the endomorphism and thus does not apply
to twisted Higgs bundles. We remark also that our definition differs from that of
L. Wang for which the analogue of Theorem 1.3 was missing [43, Remark p.31].
We will also discuss in §7 further possible extensions, at which point the precise
relationship between these different notions becomes clearer.
By being finite dimensional approximations to solutions to the Hitchin equations
(or to the Hermitian-Yang-Mills equation in the case φ = 0), balanced metrics
are amenable to numerical techniques. We expect that a version of Donaldson’s
approximation theorem [13] should hold in this setting. If this is the case then
Donaldson’s iterative techniques can reasonably be applied in the setting of twisted
Higgs bundles (as proposed by Donagi-Wijnholt). In particular one should be able
to use this to approximate the Weyl-Petersson metrics on the moduli space of
Higgs bundles and vortices by adapting the ideas in [20], but none of this will be
considered further in this paper.
1.3. Organization: We start in §2 with a discussion of the parameter space for
twisted Higgs bundles that we will use, and give the details of the definition of
a balanced metric. We then show that the existence of a balanced metric has an
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interpretation as a zero of a moment map on this parameter space. We then discuss
in §3 the stability of a twisted Higgs bundle and its connection with Geometric
Invariant Theory. In §4 we give a direct proof of the necessity of stability for the
existence of a balanced metric, which is in fact simpler than existing proofs even in
the case of vector bundles, and then give the proof of the first Theorem. Finally,
in §5 and §6 we take up the relationship between the balanced condition and the
Hitchin equation.
Acknowledgements: We wish to thank Bo Berndtsson, Julien Keller, Luis
A´lvarez-Co´nsul and Martijn Wijnholt for helpful comments and discussions. During
this project JR has been supported by an EPSRC Career Acceleration Fellowship
and MGF by the E´cole Polytechnique Fe´de´ral de Lausanne, the Hausdorff Research
Institute for Mathematics (Bonn) and the Centre for Quantum Geometry of Moduli
Spaces (Aarhus).
2. Balanced metrics
2.1. A Parameter Space for twisted Higgs bundles. Let X be a smooth
projective manifold and L an ample line bundle on X. Suppose also that M is a
fixed holomorphic vector bundle on X. The following objects were introduced in
[5, 30].
Definition 2.1. A twisted Higgs bundle (E, φ) consists of a holomorphic vector
bundle E and a holomorphic bundle morphism
φ : M ⊗ E → E.
Twisted Higgs bundles also go under the name of Hitchin pairs. A morphism
between twisted Higgs bundles (E1, φ1) and (E2, φ2) is a bundle morphism α : E1 →
E2 such that α◦φ1 = φ2◦(idM⊗α) (note the bundle M is the same for both pairs),
and this defines what it means for two twisted Higgs bundles to be isomorphic.
The automorphism group of (E, φ) will be denoted Aut(E, φ), and (E, φ) is said be
simple if Aut(E, φ) = C.
We let E(k) = E ⊗ Lk, and denote the Hilbert polynomial by
PE(k) = χ(E(k)) = rkE k
n
∫
X
c1(L)
n
n!
+O(kn−1)
where rkE is the rank of E.
Definition 2.2. We say that (E, φ) is Gieseker-(semi)stable if for any proper sub-
sheaf F ⊂ E such that φ(M ⊗ F ) ⊂ F we have
PF (k)
rkF
(≤) PE(k)
rkE
for all k  0.
We say (E, φ) is Gieseker-polystable if E =
⊕
iEi and φ = ⊕φi where (Ei, φi) is
Gieseker-stable and PEi/ rkEi = PE/ rkE for all i [35].
Hence this is the usual definition for Gieseker stability only restricting to subsheaves
invariant under φ. Similarly one can define Mumford-(semi)stability by replacing
the polynomials PE/ rkE with the slopes deg(E)/ rkE . Then the usual implications
[23, 1.2.13] between Mumford and Gieseker (semi)stability hold, and the Hitchin-
Kobayashi correspondence for twisted Higgs bundles (see e.g. [2]) is to be taken in
the sense of Mumford-polystability.
There are a number of ways that one can parameterise decorated vector bundles
[36]. Since we will assume throughout that M is globally generated, we can work
with the following rather simple setup.
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Definition 2.3. Given a vector space U we let
Z := Z(U) := Hom(H0(M)⊗ U,U)
and
Z := P(Z ⊕ C).
Abusing notation we shall let φ also denote the induced map M ⊗ E(k) → E(k)
obtained by tensoring with the identity.
Definition 2.4. Let φ∗ = φ∗,k be the linear map defined by
φ∗ : H0(M)⊗H0(E(k))→ H0(M ⊗ E(k)) φ→ H0(E(k))
where the first map is the natural multiplication (in the following we will omit
this multiplication map from the notation where it cannot cause confusion). Thus
φ∗ ∈ Z(H0(E(k)) which we identify also with [φ∗, 1] ∈ Z.
To put this into the context we wish to use, suppose we have a twisted Higgs bundle
(E, φ) and an isomorphism H0(E(k)) ' CNk given by a basis s for H0(E(k)). Then
under this isomorphism φ∗ ∈ Z := Z(CNk) and the sections of E give an embedding
ιs : X → G
where G denotes the Grassmannian of rkE dimensional quotients of CNk .
Definition 2.5. Define the embedding
f = fs : X → Z ×G by f(x) = (φ∗, ιs(x)).
The group GLNk acts on the right hand side in a natural way, reflecting the different
choices of s, and one can easily check that pairs (φ,E) and (φ˜, E˜) are isomorphic
if and only if the associated embeddings (for any choices of basis) lie in the same
GLNk orbit.
2.2. Balanced Metrics. Fix a hermitian metric hM on M and positive hermitian
metric hL with curvature ω. These induce an L
2-metric on the space H0(M) by
‖s‖2L2 :=
∫
X
|s|2hM
ωn
n!
.
Also fix the topological constant
χ := χ(k) =
h0(E(k))
rkE Vol(X)
, (2.1)
with Vol(X) := 1n!
∫
X
c1(L)
n, so by Riemann-Roch
χ = kn(1 +O(1/k)).
We also fix a δ = δ(k) > 0 depending on a positive integer k (in the application we
have in mind δ = `kn−1 for some chosen constant ` > 0).
Now suppose we choose a hermitian inner product on H0(E(k)). Then the domain
and target of
H0(M)⊗H0(E(k)) φ∗−−−−→ H0(E(k)). (2.2)
are hermitian (induced by this chosen inner product and the fixed L2-metric on
H0(M)). Define
|||φ∗|||2 := tr ((φ∗)∗φ∗) ,
where (φ∗)∗ denotes the adjoint of φ∗.
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Definition 2.6. Set
[φ∗, (φ∗)∗] = φ∗(φ∗)∗ − (φ∗)∗φ∗. (2.3)
and define an endomorphism P of H0(E(k)) by
P := χ−1
(
Id +
δ[φ∗, (φ∗)∗]
1 + |||φ∗|||2
)
. (2.4)
Remark 2.7. Here and below we use the following abuse of notation. By a metric
on a vector space we shall always mean one that arises from a hermitian inner
product. If U, V have given metrics and f : U ⊗ V → U is a linear map we will
denote the induced map U → U ⊗ V ∗ also by f . So the adjoint f∗ can be thought
of either as a map U → U ⊗ V or as a map U ⊗ V ∗ → U . Thus the commutator
[f, f∗] = ff∗ − f∗f is a well-defined map U → U .
Definition 2.8. We say that a metric onH0(E(k)) is balanced if for an orthonormal
basis s the embedding ιs and quantized Higgs field φ∗ satisfy∫
X
(sj , sl)ι∗shFS
ωn
n!
= Plj ∈ iu(N), (2.5)
where hFS denotes the Fubini-Study metric on the universal quotient bundle over
G and Plj are the components of P in this basis. A hermitian metric h on E is a
balanced metric for (E, φ) at level k if
h = h
⊗(−k)
L ⊗ ι∗shFS
where hFS is the Fubini-Study metric coming from a balanced metric on H
0(E(k)).
If such a metric h exists then we say (E, φ) is balanced at level k and refer to the
balanced metric on H0(E(k)) as the corresponding balanced metric.
2.3. Balanced metrics as zeros of a moment map. We next interpret balanced
metrics in terms of a moment map. Take U = CNk and Z as in Definition 2.3.
Definition 2.9. We let
S ⊂ C∞(X,Z ×G)
denote the space of embeddings fs : X → Z ×G, for different choice of basis s. We
define a form on S by
Ω|f (V1, V2) =
∫
X
V2y
(
V1yf∗
(
ωG +
δ
χVol(X)
ωZ
))
∧ ω
n
n!
, (2.6)
where Vj ∈ TfS ∼= H0(X, f∗T (Z × G)) and ωZ and ωG denote the Fubini-Study
metrics on Z and G.
Lemma 2.10. The form Ω is closed, positive and U(N)-invariant. There exists a
moment map for the U(N)-action on (S,Ω), given by
µ(fs) = − i
2
∫
X
(sj , sl)f∗s hFS
ωn
n!
+
iδ
2χ
(
[φ∗, (φ∗)∗]
1 + |||φ∗|||2
)
lj
∈ u(N), (2.7)
where hFS denotes the Fubini-Study metric on G.
Proof. The first part follows from the closedness, positivity and invariance of ωZ
and ωG (see [45, Remark 3.3] and cf. [16, Remark 2.3]).
Now let µG : G→ u(N)∗ and µZ : Z → u(N)∗ be the moment maps for the U(N)-
action on G and Z respectively. Then
µ(fs) =
∫
X
f∗s
(
µG +
δ
χVol(X)
µZ
)
ωn
n!
,
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is the map we require. Now, by definition of the action
〈µG(A), ζ〉 = − i
2
trA∗(AA∗)−1Aζ
for every ζ ∈ u(N), where we think of a point in G as an rkE ×N matrix A. We
observe that (∫
X
f∗s (A
∗(AA∗)−1A)ωn
)
lj
=
∫
X
(sj , sl)f∗s hFSω
n,
and that µZ is constant on X
µZ([φ∗, 1]) =
i
2
(
[φ∗, (φ∗)∗]
1 + |||φ∗|||2
)
∈ u(N),
which proves the statement. 
Corollary 2.11. A twisted Higgs bundle (E, φ) is balanced at level k if and only
if there exists a basis s of H0(E(k)) such that fs is a solution of the moment map
equation
µ(fs) = − iχ
2
Id .
Proof. This is precisely the definition of the balanced condition. 
2.4. A further characterization of the balanced condition. In addition to
the moment map interpretation of the balanced condition, we have the following
characterization in terms of metrics on E and H0(E(k)).
Proposition 2.12. (E, φ) is balanced at level k if and only if there exists a pair
(h, (·, ·)) consisting of a hermitian metric h on E and hermitian inner product (·, ·)
on H0(E(k)) such that if P is the operator defined by (·, ·)Hk = (P ·, ·) with (·, ·)Hk
denoting the L2-metric induced by to Hk = h⊗ hkL then
Id =
∑
j
(Ps′j)(·, s′j)Hk and,
P = χ−1
(
Id +
δ
1 + |||φ∗|||2
[φ∗, (φ∗)∗]
)
.
(2.8)
Here (s′j) is an orthonormal basis for (·, ·)Hk and the adjoint (φ∗)∗ and Frobenius
norm |||φ∗|||2 are taken with respect to (·, ·).
Remark 2.13. Note that the first condition in (2.8) is independent of the choice
of L2-orthonormal basis s′j .
Remark 2.14. When φ = 0 the two equations become P = χ−1 Id and Bk :=∑
s′j(·, s′j)Hk = χ Id where Bk is the Bergman function of Hk. In this case the
existence of a balanced metric is equivalent to one for which the Bergman function
is constant (for then one can take (·, ·) to be the induced L2-metric).
Proof. The proof is based on two facts. First, given a basis s = (s1, . . . , sN ) of
H0(E(k)), the pull-back of the Fubini-Study metric hFS on the universal quotient
bundle over G(CN ; r) is given by
ι∗shFS = (B
−1·, ·)Hk , for B =
∑
l
sl(·, sl)Hk
and an arbitrary choice of hermitian metric Hk on E(k). Second, given an invertible
endomorphism P ofH0(E(k)) that is hermitian with respect to the hermitian metric
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induced by s, the basis s′j = P
−1/2sj =
∑
l(P
−1/2)ljsl satisfies∑
j
sj(·, sj)Hk =
∑
jl
Pjls
′
j(·, s′l)Hk =
∑
l
(Ps′l)(·, s′l)Hk (2.9)
We proceed to the proof. For the ‘only if’ part, take Hk = ι
∗
shFS , with s the
balanced basis and denote by (·, ·)Hk the induced L2-metric on H0(E(k)). Observe
that the balanced condition implies the relation
(P ·, ·) = (·, ·)Hk ,
with P as in (2.8) and hence s′j = P
−1/2sj is an orthonormal basis for (·, ·)Hk .
The result follows from (2.9) and the fact that Hk is pull-back of the Fubini-Study
metric, that gives Id =
∑
j sj(·, sj)Hk .
For the ‘if’ part, choose an orthonormal basis (s′j) for (·, ·)Hk and consider sj =
P 1/2s′j , that provides an orthonormal basis for (·, ·) = (P−1·, ·)Hk . We claim that
(sj) is a balanced basis. This follows from (2.9) and the first equation in (2.8), that
give Hk = ι
∗
shFS .

3. Geometric Invariant Theory
3.1. Further Properties of twisted Higgs bundles. We collect some further
properties of a twisted Higgs bundle (E, φ : M⊗E → E) again under the assumption
that M is globally generated. Abusing notation we shall let φ also denote the
induced map M ⊗ E(k)→ E(k) obtained by tensoring with the identity.
Lemma 3.1. If (E, φ) is Gieseker stable then it is simple.
Proof. The proof is the same as the case for bundles [23, 1.2.7], since if α : E → E
is a morphism of twisted Higgs bundles then φ(ker(α)⊗M) ⊂ ker(α) and similarly
for im(α). 
The next lemma says that φ∗ completely captures the morphism φ. Over any point
x ∈ X we denote by
e1,x : H
0(E(k))→ E(k)x
e2,x : H
0(M)⊗H0(E(k))→ (M ⊗ E(k + l))x.
the evaluation maps, that are surjective for k sufficiently large.
Lemma 3.2. The map φ 7→ φ∗ is a bijection between bundle morphisms φ : M ⊗
E → E and linear maps α : H0(M) ⊗ H0(E(k)) → H0(E(k)) that for all x ∈ X
satisfy α(ker(e2,x)) ⊂ ker(e1,x).
Proof. A simple diagram chase shows that if α = φ∗ then α satisfies this condition.
In the other direction, suppose that α is a linear map that satisfies α(ker(e2, x)) ⊂
ker(e1,x) for all x ∈ X. Then we can define φ˜ : M ⊗ E(k)→ E(k) by saying if ζ ∈
M ⊗E(k)x pick an s ∈ H0(M)⊗H0(E(k)) with s(x) = ζ and set φ˜(x) := α(s)(x).
The assumed condition implies this is independent of choice of s, and so φ˜ gives a
holomorphic bundle map that induces φ : M ⊗ E → E obtained by tensoring with
idL−k . Clearly then α = φ∗ and this gives the required bijection. 
This correspondence respects subobjects, as made precise in the next lemma.
Definition 3.3.
(1) We say a subsheaf F ⊂ E is invariant under φ if φ(M ⊗ F ) ⊂ F .
(2) We say a subspace U0 ⊂ H0(E(k)) is invariant under φ∗ if
φ∗(H0(M)⊗ U0) ⊂ U0.
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Lemma 3.4.
(1) If F ⊂ E is invariant under φ then H0(F (k)) is invariant under φ∗.
(2) Suppose U ′ ⊂ H0(E(k)) is invariant under φ∗. Then the subsheaf F of E
generated by U ′ ⊗ L−k is invariant under φ.
(3) Let Uj be a subspace of H
0(E(k)) for j = 1, 2 and let Gj be the subsheaf of E
generated by Uj⊗L−k. If φ∗(H0(M)⊗U1) ⊂ U2 then φ(M ⊗G1) ⊂ φ(G2).
Proof. The statement (1) is clear, for if s ∈ H0(F (k)) and sM ∈ H0(M) then
φ∗(s⊗ sM ) ∈ H0(F (k)) since F is invariant under φ.
The statement (2) follows from (3) letting U1 = U2 = U
′. We first prove (3) in the
case that G1 and G2 are subbundles of E. Let ζ1 ∈ G1(k)x for some x ∈ X and
ζM ∈ Mx. By definition there is a u ∈ U1 so that u(x) = ζ1. Moreover as M is
globally generated there is an sM ∈ H0(M) with sM (x) = ζM . Now by hypothesis
φ∗(sM ⊗ u) ∈ U1 and so as U1 generates G2(k) we have
φ(ζM ⊗ ζ1) = φ∗(sM ⊗ u)(x) ∈ G2(k)x.
Thus φ(M ⊗G1(k)) ⊂ G2(k) so φ(M ⊗G1) ⊂ G2 as claimed.
The case that G1 and G2 are merely subsheaves follows from this. For both G1
and G2 are necessarily torsion free, so there is a Zariski open set U over which G1
and G2 are subbundles, and the above gives φ(M ⊗ G1) ⊂ G2|U . But since U is
dense this implies that in fact φ(M ⊗G1) ⊂ G2) (as can be seen by looking at the
localization of the corresponding modules).

3.2. An extension of a result of Gieseker. For any vector bundle E of rank r
there is the associated multiplication map
TE : Λ
rH0(E(k))→ H0(det(E(k))).
We let Homk := Hom(Λ
rH0(E(k), H0(det(E(k)). A classical result of Gieseker [18]
states that for all k sufficiently large, E is Gieseker (semi)stable if and only if the
point
[TE ] ∈ P(Homk) =: P
is (semi)stable in the sense of Geometric Invariant Theory. More precisely, fix-
ing a vector space U of dimension Nk := h
0(E(k)) and choice of isomorphism
U ' H0(E(k)) the orbit of [TE ] is independent of this choice, and E is Gieseker
(semi)stable if and only the points in the orbit are (semi)stable with respect to the
linearised SL(U) action on OP(Homk)(1). Here we abuse notation somewhat since
the space H0(det(E(k))) also depends on E, but this is easily circumvented by
treating P(Homk) as a suitable projective bundle over Pic(X) (or alternatively by
restricting attention to bundles E with a given determinant).
The purpose of this section is to extend this result to twisted Higgs bundles. Such
extensions are quite standard, and have been achieved in various contexts (e.g.
[24, 30, 34]) with perhaps the most general being [35]. We include the details
for completeness, and since they are somewhat simpler in the specific case we are
considering.
Fix a twisted Higgs bundle (E, φ : E ⊗M → E) with M globally generated and let
Z = Hom(H0(M) ⊗H0(E(k)), H0(E(k)) be the parameter space as considered in
§2.1. We recall that φ∗ also denotes the image of φ∗ under the natural inclusion
Z ⊂ Z = P (Z ⊕ C). The group SL(U) acts on the product Z × P, and admits
a natural linearization to the line bundle L := OZ()  OP(1) which is ample for
 > 0.
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Theorem 3.5. There is an 0 > 0 such that for all rational  ≥ 0k−1 the fol-
lowing holds: if the twisted Higgs bundle (E, φ) is Gieseker (semi/poly)-stable then
(φ∗, TE) ∈ Z × P is (semi/poly)-stable.
Theorem 3.6. Suppose a twisted Higgs bundle (E, φ) is not (semi/poly)-stable.
Then for all k sufficiently large and all positive  the point (φ∗, TE) ∈ Z × P is not
(semi/poly)-stable.
Remark 3.7. We shall apply the previous theorems with
 =
δ
χ
which satisfies the hypothesis as δ and χ are strictly of orders O(kn−1) and O(kn)
respectively.
The proofs are a standard application of the Hilbert-Mumford criterion, and we
shall as far as possible follow the approach taken in [35] and [23]. A non-trivial
one parameter subgroup λ of SL(U) determines a weight decomposition U = ⊕nUn
where Un is the eigenspace of weight n. Define U≤n = ⊕i≤nUi. Fixing an isomor-
phism H0(E(k)) = U , let
ρ : U ⊗ L−k → E
be the natural evaluation map which is surjective for k  0. We let F≤n be
the saturation of ρ(U≤n ⊗ L−k) ⊂ E and set Fn := F≤n/F≤n−1. Then the one-
parameter subgroup acts on Fn with weight n. We observe also that the saturation
assumption implies rn := rkFn ≥ 1.
Then, as is well known [23, p122], det(E) ' ⊗n det(Fn) (non-invariantly), and the
limit of the point TE under this one parameter subgroup is
lim
λ→∞
λ · TE =
[
ΛrU →
⊗
n
ΛrnUn → H0(
⊗
n
det(Fn(k)))
]
, (3.1)
and the Hilbert-Mumford weight with respect to OP(1) of this point is
µ1 := −
∑
n
nrn
(we remark that contrary to that reference [23] here we take λ to infinity since we
have chosen the group to act on the left). Now given any U ′ ⊂ U let F ′ be the
saturation of ρ(U ′ ⊗ L−k) and define
Θ(U ′) = rkF ′ dimU − r dim(U ′).
Then a simple calculation shows [23, p122]
µ1 =
1
dimU
∑
n
Θ(U≤n).
To extend this to twisted Higgs bundles, denote by µ2 the Mumford weight of the
point φ∗ ∈ Z taken with respect to OZ(1). Then the Mumford weight of the point
(φ∗, TE) with respect to the linearised action on L is
µ := µ1 + µ2.
Now for any subsheaf F ⊂ E define
1F =
{
0 if φ(M ⊗ F ) ⊂ F
1 otherwise.
The next theorem is a consequence of the LePotier-Simpson estimate.
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Theorem 3.8. Suppose (E, φ) is (semi)stable. Then there is a C > 0 such that
for k sufficiently large and all subsheaves F ⊂ E of rank 0 < rkF < rkE we have
1
rkF
h0(F (k))(≤) 1
rkE
h0(E(k)) + C1F k
n−1 (3.2)
Moreover if equality holds then F is invariant under φ and PF / rkF = PE/ rkE.
Proof. The proof follows [23, 4.4.1] which is adapted from Simpson [37]. Let F ⊂ E
and we split into two cases depending on whethere µ(F ) is greater or less than
µ(E)− C2 for some large number C2.
Observe that it is sufficient to assume in (3.2) that F is saturated. Now, the set of all
saturated subsheaves F of E such that µ(F ) ≥ µ(E)−C2 is bounded. Thus we can
take k sufficiently large any such that (1) any such subsheaf is globally generated
and has no higher cohomology, and (2) if PF denotes the Hilbert polynomial of such
a sheaf then PF (k)/ rkF ≤ PE(k)/ rkE holds if and only if PF / rkF ≤ PE/ rkE , and
similarly for equality (this is possible as the set of Hilbert-polynomials that appear
among sheaves in a bounded family is finite). Hence for any subsheaf F of this form
that is φ-invariant the (semi)stability of (E, φ) implies (3.2). On the other hand, if
F ⊂ E has µ(F ) ≥ µ(E)− C2 and is not invariant under φ then
h0(F (k))
rkF
− h
0(E(k))
rkE
=
PF (k)
rkF
− PE(k)
rkE
is a polynomial of order O(kn−1). Since there are only finitely many polynomials
appearing in this way, we can choose C so that this quantity is bounded by Ckn−1
for all such F . Thus we have proved (3.2) for subsheaves F ⊂ E with µ(F ) ≥
µ(E)− C2.
For sheaves with µ(F ) ≤ µ(E) − C2 we can argue using the Le-Potier Simpson
estimate exactly as in [23, 4.4.1] to deduce that the inequality (3.2) always holds
strictly.
It remains only to prove the last statement. So suppose that equality holds in (3.2)
for some subsheaf F ⊂ E. Then from the above we know µ(F ) ≥ µ(E)−C2 and F
is invariant under φ. Furthermore it is clear that equality also holds in (3.2) for the
saturation F sat. But then µ(F sat) ≥ µ(F ) ≥ µ(E)−C2, and we can choose k large
enough so that F sat(k) is globally generated. Thus since h0(F (k)) = h0(F sat(k))
we deduce that F = F sat and so F is saturated. Thus the equality in (3.2) in fact
implies PF (k)/ rkF = PE(k)/ rkE , and so again by our choice of k we deduce that
PF / rkF = PE/ rkE as required. 
Corollary 3.9. Suppose (E, φ) is (semi)stable and k be sufficiently large. Then
there is a constant C such that for all U ′ ⊂ U
Θ(U ′)(≥)− C1F ′kn−1
where F ′ denotes the saturation of ρ(U ′⊗L−k). Moreover if equality holds then F ′
is invariant under φ and PF / rkF = PE/ rkE.
Proof. This follows from the previous Theorem since U ′ ⊂ H0(F ′(k)) and dimU =
h0(E(k)). 
Remark 3.10. We have not stated the strongest possible form of Theorem 3.8.
In fact using an argument of Nitsure [30, Prop 3.2] one can prove that the set of
all semistable twisted Higgs bundles of a given topological type is bounded, and
using this the argument above needs only a little modification to conclude that in
fact k can be chosen uniformly, and also that that the converse is true. It is almost
certainly the case that a much stronger version of Theorem 3.6 holds, and that
one can make a uniform choice of k (which is what one would need to construct
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moduli). We shall not discuss further these stronger statements since we will not
need them.
To analyse µ2 write the decomposition of φ∗ : H0(M)⊗ U → U as
φ∗ = ⊕abφab∗ ∈
⊕
ab
H0(M)∗ ⊗ U∗b ⊗ Ua.
Thus φab∗ is acted on by the one-parameter subgroup with weight a− b.
Lemma 3.11. If all φab∗ with a− b ≥ 0 are zero then µ2 = 0 and otherwise
µ2 = max{a− b : a ≥ b and φab∗ 6= 0} (3.3)
= max{a− b : a ≥ b and φ∗(H0(M)⊗ Ub) ∩ Ua 6= {0}}.
Proof. If all φab∗ with a − b ≥ 0 are zero the the limit of [φ∗.1] ∈ Z as λ tends to
infinity is [0, 1] and µ2 = 0. Otherwise let w be the maximum appearing on the right
hand side of (3.3). Then the limit as λ tends to infinity of [φ∗, 1] is [⊕a−b=wφab∗ , 1]
and so µ2 = w as claimed. 
Now define n(1) < · · · < n(s) to be the points at which the sheaves F≤n “jump”,
i.e.
F≤n(i) = F≤n(i)+1 = · · ·F≤n(i+1)−1 6= F≤n(i+1),
and set α(i) = n(i + 1) − n(i). Thus {F≤n(i) : 1 ≤ i ≤ s} is the set of distinct
elements among {F≤n}, and so for reasons of rank we see s ≤ r = rkE . Finally set
I = {i : F≤n(i) is not invariant}
and if I is non-empty let
α := max
i∈I
{α(i)}.
The information we need about the weight is summarized in the next result.
Proposition 3.12. The Hilbert-Mumford weight of any one-parameter subgroup
with weight spaces U = ⊕Un is given by
µ = µ1 + µ2
where
µ1 =
1
dimU
∑
n
Θ(U≤n)
and if F≤n(i) is invariant for all i then µ2 ≥ 0 and otherwise
µ2 ≥ α.
Proof. All that remains to be done is to prove the statement about µ2. We first
claim that if
φ(H0(M)⊗ U≤n(i)) ⊂ U≤n(i+1)−1 (3.4)
then F≤n(i) is invariant under φ. But this is clear since if (3.4) holds and G≤n(i) :=
ρ(U≤n(i)⊗L−k) then Lemma 3.4(1) implies φ(M⊗G≤n(i)) ⊂ G≤n(i+1)−1 and hence
φ also maps the saturation of M ⊗G≤n(i) (which is M ⊗ F≤n(i)) to the saturation
of G≤n(i+1)−1 (which is F≤n(i)) proving the claim.
Now we clearly always have µ2 ≥ 0. Suppose that not all the F≤n(i) are invariant
under φ. Observe that by the above claim this implies there must be some a > b
such that φ∗(H0(M) ⊗ Ub) ∩ Ua 6= {0} so (3.3) holds. If i ∈ I then F≤n(i) is not
invariant and thus φ(H0(M)⊗ U≤n(i)) is not contained in U≤n(i+1)−1. Thus there
is an a ≥ n(i + 1) and b ≤ n(i) such that φ(H0(M) ⊗ Ub) ∩ Ua is non-zero, and
hence by Lemma 3.11 µ2 ≥ a − b ≥ n(i + 1) − n(i) = α(i). Taking the maximum
over all i ∈ I completes the proof. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.5. Let (E, φ) be (semi)stable and U = ⊕Un be the weight
spaces of a non-trivial one-parameter subgroup. With the above notation suppose
that F≤n(i) is invariant under φ for all i. Then by Corollary 3.9 and the fact that
µ2 ≥ 0 we have µ(≥)0.
Suppose instead that at least one of the F≤n(i) is not invariant under φ. Observe
that from construction ∑
n
Θ(U≤n) ≥
s∑
i=1
α(i)Θ(U≤n(i)).
Hence using Corollary 3.9 and Proposition 3.12 we conclude
µ =
1
dimU
∑
n
Θ(U≤n) + µ2
(≥) − 1
dimU
Ckn−1
∑
i∈I
α(i) + α
≥
(
−Crk
n−1
dimU
+ 
)
α
(compare Schmitt [35, p39]). Hence for  > Crk
n−1
dimU = O(k
−1) we have µ > 0. Since
this one parameter group was arbitrary, the Hilbert-Mumford criterion thus gives
(φ∗, TE) is (semi)stable in the sense of Geometric Invariant Theory.
Finally we consider the case that (E, φ) is polystable. Then it is semistable so
certainly µ ≥ 0. Moreover if µ = 0 then µ1 = µ2 = 0 so by the final statement
in Corollary 3.9 each F≤n(i) is invariant and PF≤n(i)/ rkF≤n(i) = PE/ rkE . But
as (E, φ) is polystable this implies E ' ⊕nFn and φ = ⊕φn, and so (φ∗, TE) is
polystable. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Suppose that (E, φ) is not (semi)stable. Thus there is a
subsheaf F ⊂ E invariant under φ such that for all k sufficiently large PF (k)/ rkF (≥
)PE(k) rkE . Moreover by replacing F by it saturation we may as well assume that
F is saturated. Enlarging k if necessary we may suppose the sheaves F (k) and
E(k) are globally generated and without higher cohomology. Set U := H0(E(k)),
let U ′ = H0(F (k)) ⊂ U and U ′′ be a complementary subspace to U ′. We can write
U = ⊕nUn where
Un =
 U
′ if n = −dimU ′′
U ′′ if n = dimU ′
0 otherwise
So by construction the one-parameter subgroup of GL(U) that acts on Un with
weight n factors through SL(U). Moreover F− dimU ′′ = F which is invariant under
φ and FdimU = E/F . By Lemma 3.4(1) we know that U
′ = H0(F (k)) is invariant
under φ∗, and thus by the first statement in Lemma 3.11 we have µ2 = 0. So by
Proposition 3.12 the Mumford-weight is
µ = µ1 =
1
dimU
Θ(U− dimU ′′)
= rkF dimU − rkE dimU ′ = rkF h0(E(k))− rkE h0(F (k))
= rkF PE(k)− rkE PF (k)(≤)0.
Thus the point (φ∗, TE) is not Hilbert-Mumford (semi)stable. If (E, φ) is semistable
but not polystable then we can find a subsheaf F that is invariant under φ with
PF / rkF = PE/ rkE but so E is not isomorphic to F ⊕ E/F as a twisted Higgs
bundle. Then the Hilbert-Mumford weight of this one-parameter subgroup is zero,
but its limit F ⊕ E/F is not isomorphic (as a twisted Higgs bundle) to E, and so
the limits lies outside the orbit of (φ∗, TE). 
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4. Stability and the Existence of a Balanced Metric
In this section we study the relation between the existence of balanced metrics and
Gieseker stability.
4.1. Necessity of Stability for the Existence of a Balanced Metric. As
an application of the moment map interpretation of the balanced condition, we
next give a direct proof of the fact that stability is a necessary condition for the
existence of a balanced metric. A different proof will be given in Section 4.2, using
our Geometric Invariant Theory results (Theorem 3.6). We stress that this section
is completely independent of §3. For the proof we need the following.
Lemma 4.1. Let k, l be large enough. For any choice of basis s of H0(E(k)), there
is a natural identification between the group Aut(E, φ) and the isotropy group of
fs : X → Z ×G in GL(N).
Proof. If g ∈ Aut(E, φ), by action on the basis s it clearly defines g∗ ∈ GL(N)
fixing ιs. Moreover, φ ◦ (Id⊗g) = g ◦ φ so it fixes φ∗ and hence fs as claimed.
The action of g∗ on the universal quotient bundle W over G recovers g, and hence
g → g∗ is an injective homomorphism. On the other direction, if g∗ ∈ GL(N)
fixes fs its action on W induces an automorphism of E(k) = ι∗sW. This defines an
automorphism g ∈ Aut(E) ∼= Aut(E(k)) which preserves φ. To see this, let x ∈ X
and note that
(φ ◦ Id⊗g(t⊗ s))(x) = (φ(t⊗ g∗s))(x) = (g∗φ∗(t⊗ s))(x) = (g ◦ φ(t⊗ s))(x)
for any t ∈ H0(M) and s ∈ H0(E(k)), which proves the claim as the evaluation
map
e2,x : H
0(M)⊗H0(E(k))→M ⊗ E(k).
is surjective by assumption on k. Then g∗ → g provides an inverse for the previous
homomorphism. 
Theorem 4.2. Assume that M is globally generated. If a twisted Higgs bundle
(E, φ) is balanced for all k sufficiently large then it is Gieseker semistable. If in
addition (E, φ) is simple, then it is Gieseker stable.
Proof. Let s be a balanced basis at level k. By Corollary 2.11 s is such that
µ(fs) = 0 where µ is the SU(Nk) moment map induced by (2.10). Therefore, given
ζ ∈ su(Nk) we have
w(s, λ) := lim
t→+∞〈µ(e
iζfs), ζ〉 =
∫ ∞
0
|Yζ|eiζfs |2ds ≥ 0, (4.1)
where t ∈ R and Yζ|eiζfs denotes the infinitesimal action of ζ on fs in the space of
embeddings S. Moreover equality holds only if iζ is an infinitesimal automorphism
of fs and hence by Lemma 4.1 this is excluded when (E, φ) simple.
The proof follows now evaluating the maximal weight w(s, λ) on a special 1-parameter
subgroup, constructed as follows (which is similar to the one considered in the proof
of Theorem 3.6). Let F ⊂ E an coherent subsheaf — that we may assume to be
saturated — and consider the vector space H = H0(F (k)). Consider the orthogonal
complement
H0(E(k)) ∼=s CNk = H ⊕H⊥ (4.2)
given by the balanced metric on H0(E(k)). Set
ν :=
h0(F (k))
h0(E(k))− h0(F (k))
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and define a one parameter subgroup
λ : C∗ → SL(Nk,C) : t→ λ(t) =
{
t on H
t−ν on H⊥ (4.3)
with generator of the U(1) ⊂ C∗-action given by
ζ = i
(
IdH 0
0 −ν IdH⊥
)
. (4.4)
Considering the natural action of C∗ on Ext1(F,E/F ) and pulling back the univer-
sal extension we obtain a C∗-equivariant family of framed coherent sheaves
C∗ y
(E , ϑ)
↓
X × C∗
(4.5)
flat over C∗, with general fibre isomorphic to (E(k), s) and central fiber
(E , ϑ)0 ∼= (F (k)⊕ E/F (k), s′ ⊕ s′′)
for suitable basis s′ of H0(F (k)) and s′′ of H0(E/F (k)). Morever the induced C∗-
action on this central fibre respects the splitting and λ acts as (λ, 1). By flatness,
we can regarding ϑ as a family of smooth sections on the smooth complex vector
bundle underlying E. Then, by universality of the family (E , ϑ) and continuity of
the integral (cf. argument in [46, Theorem 26])
w(s, λ) = w1 +
δ
2χ
w2
where
w1 = − i
2
trH
(∫
X
(s′j , s
′
l)f∗s′hFSω
n
)
ζ|H − i
2
trH⊥
(∫
X
(s′′j , s
′′
l )f∗s′′hFSω
n
)
ζ|H⊥
=
Vol(X)
2
(rkF −(rkE − rkF )ν)
=
Vol(X) rkE rkF
2(h0(E(k))− h0(F (k)))
(
h0(E(k))
rkE
− h
0(F (k)
rkF
)
,
w2 = i lim
t→+∞ trCNk
(
φ∗e−2itζ(φ∗)∗e2itζ − e−2itζ(φ∗)∗e2itζφ∗
1 + tr e−2itζ(φ∗)∗e2itζφ∗
)
ζ
Consider now the orthogonal splitting of V = H0(M)⊗H0(E(k)) induced by (4.2)
V = V ′ ⊕ V ′⊥ = (H0(M)⊗H)⊕ (H0(M)⊗H⊥).
and the corresponding block decomposition of φ∗ and (φ∗)∗
(φ∗)∗ =
(
E∗11 E
∗
21
E∗12 E
∗
22
)
, for φ∗ =
(
E11 E12
E21 E22
)
,
where E11 : V
′ → H and similarly for the other blocks E12, E21, E22. The adjoints
in the previous expression are taken with respect to the induced metrics on the
direct sum decompositions of V and U . Now, a direct calculation shows that
−i trCNk
(
φ∗e−2itζ(φ∗)∗e2itζ
)
ζ = |||E11|||2 − ν|||E22|||2 + e−2(1+ν)t|||E12|||2 − νe2(1+ν)t|||E21|||2
−i trCNk
(
e−2itζ(φ∗)∗e2itζφ∗
)
ζ = |||E11|||2 − ν|||E22|||2 − νe−2(1+ν)t|||E12|||2 + e2(1+ν)t|||E21|||2
trCNk
(
e−2itζ(φ∗)∗e2itζφ∗
)
= |||E11|||2 + |||E22|||2 + e−2(1+ν)t|||E12|||2 + e2(1+ν)t|||E21|||2
where |||Eij |||2 := tr
(
E∗ijEij
)
and therefore
w2 = lim
t→+∞
(1 + ν)
(
e2(1+ν)t|||E21|||2 − e−2(1+ν)t|||E12|||2
)
1 + |||E11|||2 + |||E22|||2 + e−2(1+ν)t|||E12|||2 + e2(1+ν)t|||E21|||2
. (4.6)
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Assuming now that F ⊂ E is invariant under φ we have E21 = 0, and since ν > 0
for k large
w2 = lim
t→+∞
−(1 + ν)e−2(1+ν)t|||E12|||2
1 + |||E11|||2 + |||E22|||2 + e−2(1+ν)t|||E12|||2
= 0.
Then, the formula for w1 = w(s, λ) jointly with (4.1) gives
h0(E(k))
rkE
≥ h0(F (k)rkF with
strict inequality when (E, φ) is simple. 
Remark 4.3. Note that (4.6) implies that the inequality (3.2) holds for any co-
herent subsheaf F ⊂ E provided that (E, φ) is balanced for all k sufficiently large.
Remark 4.4. The previous proof is based on [46, Theorem 26], which itself relies
on the original application of the notion of balanced embedding used to characterize
asymptotic Chow stability of a polarised manifold [27, 51].
4.2. Characterization of the balanced condition. We now prove Theorem 1.3
in the introduction, namely that for a twisted Higgs bundle (E, φ) the existence of
a balanced metric is equivalent to Gieseker-polystability.
Let Z = Hom(H0(M) ⊗ CNk ,CNk) be endowed with hermitian metric as in §2.3.
Let ‖ · ‖Homk be a Hermitian metric on
Homk = Hom(Λ
rH0(E(k)), H0(det(E(k)))).
Let ωZ ∈ c1(OZ(1)) and ωP ∈ c1(OP(1)) be the associated curvature forms and for
 = δ/χ consider the semi-positive Ka¨hler metric on Z × P
ωδ = ωP + ωZ ,
Associated to ωδ we have the Kempf-Ness functional L
′ : SL(Nk)/SU(Nk) → R
given by
L′([eiζ ]) =
1
4
log
‖eiζTE‖2Homk
‖TE‖2Homk
+
δ
4χ
log
‖eiζφ∗‖2Z
‖φ∗‖2Z
for ζ ∈ su(Nk). We wish to compare L′ with the integral of the moment map [29]
which defines the balanced condition, i.e. with the function L : SL(Nk)/SU(Nk)→
R given by
L([eiζ ]) =
∫ 1
0
〈µ(eisζfs), ζ〉ds.
for µ as in (2.7) and ζ ∈ su(Nk). Recall that L is convex along geodesics t→ [geitζ ]
on the symmetric space SL(Nk)/SU(Nk) and its critical points correspond to zeros
of the moment map µ on the SL(Nk) orbit of fs, i.e. to balanced basis. Following
[31], we make the following choice of metric in Homk, that we shall denote ‖ · ‖PS .
Take a basis {τµ} of H0(det(E(k)) and define a metric for a = (aµi1,...,irkE ) ∈ Homk
by
log ‖a‖2PH =
∫
X
log
∑
|aµi1,...,irkE τ
µ(x)|2h0ωn,
for a choice of Hermitian metric h0 on det(E(k). Note that for a different choice
of h0 the quantity ‖a‖PS differs by a constant and hence ‖ · ‖PS is canonical up to
rescaling.
Lemma 4.5.
L =
1
4
∫
X
log
∑
i1<...<irE
|eiζsi1 ∧ . . . ∧ eiζsirE |2h0∑
i1<...<irE
|si1 ∧ . . . ∧ sirE |2h0
ωn +
δ
χ
∫ 1
0
〈µZ(eisζφ∗), ζ〉ds = L′
Proof. The first equality follows from [45, eq. (10)]. The equality L = L′ follows
from the choice of metric on Homk [31, Theorem 2], combined with the fact that
ωZ admits the potential log(1 + ‖ · ‖2Z) on Z ⊂ Z. 
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By direct application of the Kempf-Ness Theorem [25] we now obtain the following.
Lemma 4.6. Let (E, φ) be a twisted Higgs bundle and assume that M is globally
generated. Then there is a k0 > 0 such that for all k ≥ k0 the following holds:
(E, φ) is balanced at level k if and only if (φ∗, TE) ∈ Z×P is polystable with respect
to the natural linearisation of SL(Nk) on OZ()⊗OP(1).
Proof. By the Kempf-Ness Theorem [25, Theorem 0.2], the SL(N)-orbit of a lift of
(φ∗, TE) to OZ()⊗OP(1) is closed if and only if L′ attains a minimum. By Lemma
4.5 we have L = L′, so critical points of L′ correspond to balanced basis. 
As a straightforward consequence of this result, combined with Theorem 3.5 and
Theorem 3.6, we obtain the desired characterization of the balanced condition in
Theorem 1.3.
5. Asymptotics of the Balanced Condition
We next start our study of the asymptotic behaviour of the balanced condition
as k gets large. Fix a twisted Higgs bundle (E, φ : M ⊗ E → E) with globally
generated M and fix also a hermitian metric HM on M which induces an L
2-metric
on H0(M).
Our goal will be to understand the asymptotics of the endomorphism
P = Pk = χ
−1
(
Id +
δ
1 + |||φ∗|||2
[φ∗, (φ∗)∗]
)
(5.1)
of H0(E(k)) that appears in the definition balanced condition (2.8). We recall that
χ is a topological constant strictly of order O(kn), that δ = O(kn−1) and that P
depends on choice of metric ‖ · ‖ = ‖ · ‖k on H0(E(k)) that is used to define (φ∗)∗.
The aim is to give an asymptotic expansion of P in powers of k which of course
can only be done under some assumptions on the chosen metrics.
Definition 5.1. We say a sequence ‖ · ‖ = ‖ · ‖k of metrics on H0(E(k)) is weakly
geometric (with respect to φ) if there is a constant c′ > 0 such that
c′
rkE
kn ≤ |||φ∗|||2 (5.2)
‖φ∗‖ ≤ c′, (5.3)
where the operator norm and Frobenius norm are those induced by ‖ · ‖.
Remark 5.2. We shall justify this terminology in an appendix, by showing that
if ‖ · ‖ is a geometric sequence (by which we mean it is the sequence of L2-metrics
induced by some hermitian metric on E), then it is weakly geometric.
The weakly geometric hypothesis implies that χP is close to the identity; in fact
since δ = O(kn−1) it implies
χP − Id = O(1/k).
To get a stronger statement we need a further hypothesis. Recall ‖·‖k on H0(E(k))
determines a Fubini-Study metric HFS,k on E, which in turn induces an L
2-metric
on H0(E(k)) that we shall denote by ‖ · ‖′ = ‖ · ‖′k. We shall assume that
(·, ·)′ = (P ·, ·) for all k (5.4)
which we recall is one half of the balanced condition appearing in Proposition 2.12.
The main result of this section is the following:
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Theorem 5.3. Suppose that the sequence ‖ · ‖k is weakly geometric and that (5.4)
holds and that the sequence of hermitian metrics HFS,k on E are bounded inde-
pendent of k. Then there exist endomorphisms Aj = Ajk : H
0(E(k)) → H0(E(k))
such that
(1) For each j the the operator Aj is bounded uniformly over k taken in the
operator norm induced by ‖ · ‖′.
(2) For any N ≥ 0 there is an asymptotic expansion
χP =
N∑
j=0
k−jAj +O(k−N−1),
where the error is in the operator norm induced by ‖ · ‖′.
(3) We may take A0 = Id and A1 =
δk
1+|||φ∗|||2 [φ∗, (φ∗)
∗′ ], where (φ∗)∗
′
is the
adjoint taken with respect to ‖ · ‖′k.
5.1. Linear algebra Conventions. Before moving on we discuss in detail some
useful conventions and abuses of notation. We will be interested in linear maps
α : U ⊗H → U
where U,H are finite dimensional vector spaces. Moreover H will come with a
fixed metric (which we recall always means a metric induced by a hermitian inner
product), that will not change in the discussion, and U with a metric ‖ · ‖U . These
together induce a metric on U ⊗H which depends on both of these metrics, but we
will denote it simply by ‖ · ‖U . The operator norm of α is then given by
‖α‖U = sup
0 6=ζ∈V⊗H
{‖α(ζ)‖U
‖ζ‖U
}
.
We shall denote the induced linear map U → U ⊗H∗ also by α, and observe that
the operator norm ‖α‖U is unaffected by this abuse of notation.
The metrics on U and H provide two adjoint maps associated to α, namely maps
U → U ⊗ H and the map U ⊗ H∗ → U , and we denote both of these simply by
α∗. Observe the identity ‖α∗‖U = ‖α‖U holds, irrespective of which of the two
possibilities is being considered for either side of the identity. The Frobenius-norm
of α will denoted by |||α|||2 = tr(αα∗) = ∑i ‖α(ui)‖2U where {ui} is any orthonormal
basis for U ⊗H.
Now given two linear maps α, β : U ⊗H → U we let
[α, β] = αβ − βα (5.5)
which will always considered as an element of End(U). Thus the two instances
of α (resp. β) in the right hand side of (5.5) are denoting different linear maps.
As a last abuse of notation, if A ∈ End(U) we will denote the induced element in
End(U ⊗H) obtained by tensoring with the identity also by A (again, this change
of view does not change the norm of A). Thus if A,B ∈ End(U) the quantity
[α,AβB] = αAβB −AβBα
is a well-defined element of End(U).
5.2. Asymptotic Expansion. The theorem we want will follow from a state-
ment about sequences of operators on hermitian vector spaces. To make this self-
contained, suppose Vk is a sequence of finite-dimensional vector spaces with metrics
‖ · ‖′ = ‖ · ‖′k. Assume that α = αk : Vk → Vk is a linear map and set β = α∗
′
, the
adjoint with respect to ‖ · ‖′. Assume also that
‖βk‖′k = ‖αk‖′k = O(k0). (5.6)
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Also let χ = χk be a sequence of real number that is strictly O(k
n) and  = k be
a sequence of real numbers with k = O(k
0).
Now for fixed k define operators Aj = Ajk and Bj = Bjk on Vk recursively by
A0 = B0 = Id
Aj+1 = 
j∑
i=0
[α,AiβBj−i]
Bj+1 = −
j∑
i=0
BiAj+1−i.
Thus the Aj are universal quantities that depend on α, β and . The first few are
given by
A0 = Id
A1 = [α, β]
A2 = 
2[α, [[α, β], β]]
A3 = 
3[α, [[α, [[α, β], β]], β]− [α, β]β[α, β] + β[α, β]2].
Fix a constant C > 0 and consider the ball
D = Dk := {Q ∈ End(Vk) : ‖χQ− Id ‖′ ≤ Ck−1}.
Theorem 5.4. Assume that C is sufficiently large. Then
(1) For each j the norm of Aj is bounded independent of k.
(2) Suppose a sequence Pk ∈ Dk satisfies the equation
Pk = χ
−1(Id +

k
[α, PkβP
−1
k ]).
Then for any given N ≥ 1 we have
χPk =
N∑
j=0
k−jAj +O(k−N−1)
where the error term is taken in the operator norm induced by ‖ · ‖′.
Remark 5.5. It may help the reader to consider the following formal argument
that explains why Theorem 5.4 holds. Consider the series
P := χ−1(A0 +
A1
k
+
A2
k2
+ · · · ).
We treat the above merely as a formal expansion, and no convergence is implied.
We claim that P satisfies the equation
P = χ−1
(
Id +

k
[α, PβP−1]
)
.
To see this observe that by constructionA0B0 = Id and if j ≥ 1 then
∑j
i=0BiAj−i =
0. Hence χP (B0 +B1/k+ · · · ) = Id so formally P−1 = χ(B0 +B1k−1 + · · · ). Thus

k
[α, PβP−1] =

k
[α,
∑
j≥0
k−jAjβ
∑
j≥0
k−jBj ] =

k
[α,
∑
j≥0
k−j
j∑
i=0
AiβBj−i]
=
∑
j≥0
k−j−1[α,
j∑
i=0
AiβBj−i] =
∑
j≥0
k−j−1Aj+1
= χP − Id .
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Of course we have no reason to expect that the above series converges, and thus the
actual proof of Theorem 5.4 is a little longer. We start with the uniform bounds
on the operators Aj .
Lemma 5.6. The norms ‖Aj‖′ and ‖Bj‖′ are bounded independent of k; that is
there exist constants Cj such that
‖Aj‖′ ≤ Cj and ‖Bj‖′ ≤ Cj for all k.
Proof. This is immediate from the recursive formula as
‖Aj+1‖′ = ‖[α,
j∑
i=0
AiβBj−i]‖′ ≤ 2
j∑
i=0
‖α‖′‖Ai‖′‖β‖′‖Bj−i‖′
= 2‖α‖′2
j∑
i=0
CiCj−i.
Thus the bound we want follows as ‖α‖′ = O(k0). The argument for Bj is the
same. 
Now fix some integer N ≥ 0 and choose a constant C = CN large enough so
C ≥
N∑
j=1
C ′j
where Cj as in Lemma 5.6.
Lemma 5.7. If Q ∈ Dk = {Q ∈ End(Vk) : ‖χQ − Id ‖′ ≤ Ck−1} then Q is
invertible and for all k sufficiently large
‖Q‖′ ≤ 2χ−1 and ‖Q−1‖′ ≤ 2χ.
Proof. For k large we have Ck−1 ≤ 1/2 so ‖Q‖′ ≤ ‖Q − χ−1 Id ‖′ + χ−1‖ Id ‖′ ≤
2χ−1. On the other hand χQ = Id +R where ‖R‖′ ≤ Ck−1 ≤ 1/2, so χ−1Q−1 =∑
n≥0R
n exists and ‖χ−1Q−1‖ ≤ 2. 
Next set
Rk = χ
−1
N∑
j=0
k−jAj .
We will prove that Rk is asymptotically close to satisfying the same defining equa-
tion as Pk, and use this fact to show that Rk and Pk are themselves asymptotically
close.
Lemma 5.8. We have
Rk ∈ Dk for all k.
Moreover the inverse of Rk satisfies
χ−1R−1k = B0 + · · ·+ k−NBN +O(k−N−1). (5.7)
Proof. The first statement is clear from the definition as
‖Rk − χ−1Id‖′ ≤ χ−1
N∑
j=1
k−j‖Aj‖′ ≤ χ−1k−1
N∑
j=1
Cj ≤ χ−1k−1C.
For the second statement let g(Q) = χQRk. Then g
−1(Q) = χ−1QR−1k which gives
‖Dg−1|Q‖ ≤ χ−1‖R−1k ‖ ≤ 2. Moreover g(χ−1R−1k ) = Id and g(
∑N
j=0 k
−jBj) =
Id +O(k−N−1). Thus ‖χ−1Rk−
∑N
j=0 k
−jBk‖ = ‖g−1(Id)+g−1(Id +O(k−N−1)‖ =
O(k−N−1) by the Mean value theorem applied to g−1. 
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Lemma 5.9.
Rk = χ
−1
(
Id +

k
[α,RkβR
−1
k ] +O(k
−N−1)
)
where the error term is taken in the operator norm induced by ‖ · ‖′.
Proof. For convenience, for this proof we redefine the Ai, Bi by declaring that
A0 = B0 = Id,
Aj+1 = [α,
j∑
i=0
AiβBj−i] for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1
Bj+1 = −
j∑
i=0
BiAj+1−i for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1
and Aj = Bj = 0 for j > N . Then Rk =
∑
j≥0 k
−jAj and χ−1R−1k =
∑
j k
−jBj +
O(k−N−1). So
Id +

k
[α,RkβR
−1
k ] = Id+

k
α,∑
j≥0
k−jAjβ
∑
j≥0
k−jBj +O(k−N−1)

= Id +

k
[α,
∑
j≥0
k−j
j∑
i=0
AiβBj−i] +O(k−N−2)] by (5.6), (5.6)
= Id +
∑
j≥0
k−j−1[α,
j∑
i=0
AiβBj−i] +O(k−N−2).
Thus letting
∆ :=
∑
j≥N
k−j−1[α,
j∑
i=0
AiβBj−i]
we have
Id +

k
[α,RkβR
−1
k ] = Id +
N−1∑
j=0
k−j−1Aj+1 + ∆ +O(k−N−2)
= Id +
N∑
j=1
k−jAj + ∆ +O(k−N−2)
= χRk + ∆ +O(k
−N−2).
So all that remains to prove that ∆ = O(k−N−1). But this is clear since if j > 2N
and 0 ≤ i ≤ j then either Ai or Bj−i are zero, so in fact
∆ =
2N∑
j=N
k−j−1[α,
j∑
i=0
AiβBj−i].
Thus the required bound on ∆ comes from (5.6) and Lemma (5.6). 
Proof of Theorem 5.4. Let W = End(Vk), which is given the operator norm ‖ · ‖′k.
Define a function f : W →W by
f(Q) = χ−1
(
Id +

k
[α,QβQ−1]
)
.
By hypothesis f(Pk) = Pk and Lemma 5.9 implies
Rk = f(Rk) + χ
−1O(k−N−1)
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By the Mean-Value theorem and the bound on the derivative of f over Dk that we
shall show below (Lemma (5.10)) we conclude
‖f(P )− f(Rk)‖′ ≤ C ′′k−1‖P −Rk‖′
So
‖P −Rk‖′ ≤ ‖f(P )−f(Rk)‖′+χ−1O(k−N−1) ≤ C ′′k−1‖P −Rk‖′+χ−1O(k−N−1)
Thus
‖P −Rk‖′(1− C ′′k−1) = χ−1O(k−N−1)
For k sufficiently large we will certainly have 1− C ′′k−1 ≥ 1/2. Thus we conclude
Pk −Rk = χ−1O(k−N−1) as required. 
Lemma 5.10. For all Q ∈ Dk the derivative of f is bounded by
‖Df |Q‖′ = O(k−1)
where Df |Q : W →W .
Proof. If E ∈W then (Q+ tE)−1 = Q−1 − tQ′−1EQ−1 +O(t2). Thus thinking of
Df |Q : W →W we have
Df |Q(E) = χ−1k−1[α,EβM ′−1 −DβD−1EM ′−1].
So
‖Df |Q(E)‖′ ≤ χ−1k−12‖α‖′(‖β‖′‖D−1‖′ + ‖D‖′‖β‖′‖D−1‖′2)‖E‖,
and using (5.7) and (5.6), this implies
‖Df |Q‖′ ≤ C ′k−1
as required. 
5.3. Synthesis. Let ‖ · ‖k be a weakly geometric sequence of metrics on H0(E(k))
and let ‖ · ‖′k be the L2-metric of the induced Fubini-Study metric HFS,k. Let
δ = δk = O(k
n−1). We shall apply the results of the previous section to the vector
spaces Vk and morphisms
α := φ∗ : H0(M)⊗H0(E(k))→ H0(E(k)).
So let α∗ be the adjoint of α with respect to ‖ ·‖k and β be the adjoint with respect
to ‖ · ‖′k. Also let
 = k =
δk
1 + |||α|||2 (5.8)
where the Frobenius norm used to define  depends on the original metric ‖ · ‖, and
not on ‖ · ‖′. Then as δ = O(kn−1) we have by the weakly geometric hypothesis on
‖ · ‖k that  = O(k0).
Lemma 5.11. Suppose that the sequence of Fubini-Study metrics HFS,k lie in a
bounded set. Then ‖β‖′k = ‖α‖′k = O(k0).
Proof. This is clear since by definition β is the adjoint of α with respect to the inner
product determined by ‖ · ‖′k giving the first equality. The second follows since α is
the linear map induced by φ : M ⊗ E → E which is bounded pointwise, and ‖ · ‖′
is the operator norm of a bounded sequence of hermitian metrics on E. 
Lemma 5.12. Suppose that (·, ·)′k = (Pk·, ·)k. Then
α∗ = PkβP−1k
and moreover there is a constant C such that
‖Pk − χ−1 Id ‖′k = ‖Pk − χ−1 Id ‖k ≤ χ−1Ck−1. (5.9)
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Proof. The first statement is a straightforward calculation, which we emphasise
should be read with the convention in §5.1 in mind. Thus it consists of two state-
ments, namely that the equality holds as maps H0(E(k)) → H0(E(k)) ⊗ H0(M)
and also as maps H0(E(k))⊗H0(M)∗ → H0(E(k)).
To prove (5.9) notice that
‖Pk − χ−1 Id ‖ ≤ χ−1 
k
‖[α, α∗]‖ ≤ χ−1 2
k
‖α‖2
since the dual here is taken with respect to the ‖ · ‖k metric so ‖α∗‖ = ‖α‖. Thus
from (5.3) we have
‖Pk − χ−1 Id ‖k = χ−1O(k−1). (5.10)
Finally the hypothesis (·, ·)′k = (Pk·, ·)k, and the fact that P 1/2k is self-adjoint with
respect to (·, ·) and commutes with Pk − χ−1 Id, yields (5.9). 
There is no loss in making C larger if necessary. Once again we set
Dk = {Q ∈ End(H0(E(k)) : ‖χQ− Id ‖′ ≤ Ck−1}.
Corollary 5.13. Suppose that (·, ·)′k = (Pk·, ·)k. Then Pk ∈ Dk for all k and
satisfies
Pk = χ
−1
(
Id +

k
[α, PkβP
−1
k ]
)
Proof. The first statement comes from Lemma 5.12. In particular Pk is invertible
by Lemma 5.7, and final statement combines the defining equation for P (5.1) and
Lemma 5.12. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Corollary 5.13 and Lemma 5.11 mean that Theorem 5.4 can
be applied to the morphism φ∗ = α : H0(E(k)) → H0(E(k) giving the desired
operators Aj . 
6. Limits of balanced metrics
In this section we prove Theorem 1.4 in the introduction. Let δ = `kn−1 +O(kn−2)
with ` > 0 in our definition of balanced metric.
Remark 6.1. As will be clear from the proof, if in Theorem 1.4 the sequence of
balanced metrics is weakly geometric with constant c′ in (5.2), then we have the
bound
`
1 + rkE c′
≤ c ≤ `
1 + rk−1E c′
.
for the constant in the Hitchin equation.
6.1. Ho¨rmander estimate. We first give a simple consequence of the Ho¨rmander-
estimate. Let L be positive with positive metric h and E be a holomorphic bundle
with metric H. Together these determine a metric on E ⊗Lk which we denotes by
Hk = H ⊗ hk. We write ‖ · ‖Hk for the L2-metric on C∞(E ⊗ Lk) induced by Hk
and the volume form ω[n] where ω is the curvature of h. We also use this notation
for the induced L2-metric on the space of forms with values in E ⊗Lk. We denote
by
Πk : C
∞(E ⊗ Lk)→ H0(E ⊗ Lk)
the L2-orthogonal projection.
Theorem 6.2. (Ho¨rmander estimate) Let gk be a ∂¯-closed (0,1) form with values
in E ⊗ Lk with finite L2-norm. Then there exists a smooth section vk in E ⊗ Lk
such that
∂vk = gk
‖vk‖2Hk ≤
C
k
‖gk‖2Hk
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Corollary 6.3. Let fk ∈ C∞(E ⊗ Lk). Then
‖fk −Πk(fk)‖2Hk ≤
C
k
||∂¯fk||2Hk .
Proof. Let uk = fk −Πk(fk). Then by the definition of an orthogonal projection
‖uk‖Hk ≤ ‖fk − t‖Hk
for all t ∈ H0(ELk). Now apply the Ho¨rmander estimate with g = ∂fk to deduce
there is an vk with ∂vk = ∂fk and
‖vk‖2L2 ≤
C
k
‖∂fk‖2
Put t = fk − vk so t ∈ H0(E ⊗ Lk). Then
‖uk‖2Hk ≤ ‖fk − t‖2Hk = ‖vk‖2Hk ≤
C
k
‖∂fk‖2Hk
as claimed. 
6.2. Proof of Theorem 1.4. Recall
φ∗ : H0(M)⊗ CN → H0(M ⊗ E(k)) φ→ H0(E(k)) ' CN ,
where the first map is the natural multiplication and the isomorphism H0(E(k)) '
CN is given by a choice of basis s of H0(E(k)). Denote by (·, ·) the standard
hermitian metric on CN (i.e. corresponding to the metric on H0(E(k)) that makes
the balanced basis s orthonormal) and by (φ∗)∗ the corresponding adjoint. Define
 = (k) as in (5.8).
Recall from Proposition 2.12 that the basis s of H0(E(k)) is balanced if and only
if the corresponding embedding ιs and quantized Higgs field φ∗ satisfy∑
l
(Ps′l)(·, s′l)Hk = Id, (6.1)
where s′l = P
1/2sl gives an orthonormal basis for the L
2-metric induced by Hk =
ι∗shFS and P is given by the endomorphism (2.4).
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Define a sequence of smooth endomorphism of E by
Tk := χ
−1(Id +k−1[φ, φ∗k ])Bk − Id .
where Bk denotes the Bergman function of the balanced metric hk.
We claim that by the asymptotic expansion of the Bergman function, it is enough
to prove the following bound for the L2-metric on C∞(EndE)
‖Tk‖hk ≤ Ck−1−ν (6.2)
for some ν > 0. To see this, note that the asymptotics of the Bergman function
imply
‖ΛkFhk + Sω/2 Id +[φ, φ∗k ]− λ Id ‖hk ≤ k‖Tk‖hk + C ′k−1
and hence (6.2) implies a pointwise equality
lim
k→∞
ΛkFhk + Sω/2 Id +[φ, φ
∗k ] = λ Id .
We have two cases. If [φ, φ∗h ] = 0 then, as  = (k) is bounded by (5.2), the previous
equality implies that the limit metric h satisfies the Hermite-Einstein equations
(equivalent to the Hitchin equations in this case) up to a conformal change. On the
other hand, if there exists z ∈ X such that [φ, φ∗h ](z) 6= 0 then by C0 convergence
of the endomorphisms ΛkFhk and [φ, φ
∗k ] we have that
c = lim
k→∞
(k) = −((ΛFh + Sω/2 Id−λ Id)z)ij/([φ, φ∗h ]z)ij
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where ([φ, φ∗h ]z)ij is the ij component of the endomorphism ([φ, φ∗h ]z) after a
choice of trivialization of E at z. Hence, the metric h satisfies the Hitchin equations
with constant c. This proves the claim, and we observe also that the bound of c
claimed in Remark 6.1 follows again from (5.2).
Remark 6.4. Another way to prove this is to take a convergent subsequence for
the bounded sequence (k).
For the proof of the main estimate (6.2), using Proposition 2.12 we write
Tk = χ
−1(Id +k−1[φ, φ∗k ])Bk −
∑
l
(Ps′l)(·, s′l)Hk
=

kχ
∑
l
(([φ, φ∗k ]− [φ∗,k, (φ∗,k)∗Hk ])s′l)(·, s′l)Hk
−
∑
l
((P − P1)s′l)(·, s′l)Hk
=

kχ
∑
l
([φ, φ∗k −Πkφ∗k ]s′l)(·, s′l)Hk
−
∑
l
((P − P1)s′l)(·, s′l)Hk
where
P1 = χ
−1(Id +k−1[φ∗, (φ∗)∗Hk ]).
and we have use the identity
[φ∗, (φ∗)∗Hk ]s′l = [φ,Πkφ
∗k ]s′l.
Lemma 6.5. For any linear map α : H0(E(k))→ C∞(E(k))
‖
∑
l
α(s′l)(·, s′l)Hk‖hk ≤ Ckn‖α‖Hk
for C > 0 independent of α and k, where ‖ · ‖Hk denotes the operator norm induced
by Hk.
Proof. The lemma follows from the asymptotic expansion of the Bergman Kernel,
which implies the following bound
‖
∑
l
|s′l|2Hk‖∞ ≤ Ckn
for a constant C indepedendent of k. Using this, we have
‖
∑
l
(α(s′l))(·, s′l)Hk‖hk =
(∫
X
|
∑
l
α(s′l)(·, s′l)Hk |2hk
ωn
n!
)1/2
≤
(∫
X
(∑
l
|α(s′l)|2Hk
)(∑
l
|s′l|2Hk
)
ωn
n!
)1/2
≤ C1/2kn/2
(∑
l
‖α(s′l)‖2Hk
)1/2
≤ C1/2kn/2χ1/2‖α‖Hk .

Taking now L2-metric on the last expression for Tk we obtain
‖Tk‖hk ≤ C
kn
kχ
‖[φ, φ∗k −Πkφ∗k ]‖Hk + Ckn‖P − P1‖Hk
≤ C ′k−1‖φ‖Hk‖φ∗k −Πkφ∗k‖Hk + C ′k−2
≤ C ′′k−2‖∂¯(φ∗k)‖Hk + C ′k−2 ≤ C ′′′k−2
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as claimed. Here, for the second inequality we apply Theorem 5.3, while the third
inequality follows from the Ho¨rmander estimate Corollary 6.3. 
Remark 6.6. Although we do not expect the geometric case to be particularly rel-
evant, it may be worth mentioning that there exists a more direct proof of Theorem
1.4 assuming this stronger hypothesis. For that, one uses the Ho¨rmander estimate
combined with the following characterization of the balanced condition (only valid
in the geometric case)
Πk
(
χB−1k −
δ
1 + |||φ∗|||Hk
(φΠkφ
∗k − φ∗kφ)− Id
)
= 0. (6.3)
Here Hk = hk ⊗ hkL denotes the hermitian metric on E(k) whose L2 norm is ‖ · ‖B
and Πk the corresponding projection onto H
0(E(k)).
7. Generalizations
The results in this work generalize to twisted quiver bundles with relations, assum-
ing that the twisting vector bundles are globally generated. A Hitchin-Kobayashi
correspondence for these objects was proved in [2], relating the existence of solu-
tions of the twisted quiver vortex equations with the slope stability of a twisted
quiver bundle. A notion of Gieseker stability for twisted quiver sheaves has been
provided in [1, 36] for the construction of a moduli space.
The twisted Higgs bundles we have considered above are precisely twisted Quiver
bundles for the quiver consisting of a single vertex and arrow (with head and tail
being this one vertex). One could instead consider a quiver Q with two vertices
and one arrow
•t −−−−→ •h (7.1)
and a globally generated (twisting) holomorphic vector bundle M . An M -twisted
Q-bundle over X is then given by a pair of holomorphic vector bundles Et and Eh
and a morphism
φ : Et ⊗M → Eh.
Thus the difference here is that Et and Eh may be different. Examples include
holomorphic triples [17, 7] and Bradlow pairs, and slope stability of the latter is
related with the (classical) vortex equations [6].
To parameterize such quiver bundles (Et, Eh, φ), taking k a large positive integer,
we associate an endomorphism
H0(M)⊗H0(Et(k)) −−−−→
φ∗
H0(Eh(k)) (7.2)
Let Ut and Uh be complex vector spaces and consider the parameter space Z given
by the vector space
Z = Hom(H0(M)⊗ Ut, Uh)
We denote by
Z = P(Z ⊕ C)
its projective completion. Similarly as in Section 2.1, basis st for H
0(Et(k)) and
sh for H
0(Eh(k)) give isomorphisms H
0(Et(k)) ' CNt and H0(Eh(k)) ' CNh , an
embedding
ιs : X → G := G(CNt ; rkEt)×G(CNh ; rkEh)
and a point
φ∗ ∈ Z ⊂ Z
where Ut ' CNt , Uh ' CNh .
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The group SU(Nt)× SU(Nh) acts in Hamiltonian fashion on the space of embed-
dings
f = fs : X → Z ×G, given by f(x) = (φ∗, ιs(x)),
preserving a Ka¨hler structure, obtained from the Fubini-Study Ka¨hler structures
on the Grassmannians and Z. Zeros of the moment map are by definition balanced
basis for the quiver bundle in question. For the Geometric Invariant Theory, one
may consider the group SL(Nt)× SL(Nh) and the point
(φ∗, TEt , TEh) ∈ Z × Pt × Ph (7.3)
where TEt , TEh denote the Giesecker points for Et and Eh, respectively. The rele-
vant linearization is
OZ()⊗OPt(σ1)⊗OPt(σ2)
for σi positive real constants (used to define the vortex equations). The analogues
of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 follow verbatim from this construction. Moreover
by extending in the obvious way one gets the same results for an abitrary quiver
bundle, assuming still all the twistings are globally generated. Furthermore it
should be possible to extend all of this to the theory of parabolic (and irregular)
twisted Higgs bundles that also have physical relevance (we thank M. Winjholt for
this observation).
We note in passing that the approach we have taken in this paper (both in the
case for a twisted Higgs bundle and for a more general quiver representation) is
close in spirit to that of L. A´lvarez-Co´nsul–King, who pioneered the use of certain
“Kronecker modules” to construct moduli spaces of sheaves [1, p.111] and [4].
As mentioned in the introduction, a related notion of balanced metric was intro-
duced by J. Keller in [19], for suitable quiver sheaves arising from dimensional
reduction. The approach in [19] is different from ours, as the balanced metrics are
considered on filtered vector bundles and related a posteriori with metrics on quiver
sheaves using the dimensional reduction arguments in [3]. As pointed out in [2] this
does not allow twisting in the endomorphism and thus does not apply to twisted
Higgs bundles. For the quiver (7.1), a link with [19] is provided by the assumptions
M = OX and φ : Et → Eh surjective. In this situation, the filtered bundle is simply
Et with the flag
0 ⊂ Kerφ ⊂ Et
and the target space for the balanced construction in [19] is given by
G(CNt , rkEt)×G(CNt , rkEt − rkEh).
Considering the extended commutative diagram (7.2) induced by φ, one can easily
construct a (partially defined) morphism from the target space in our construction
Z ×Gt ×Gh to the target space in [19], which sends
(φ∗, et, eh)→ (et, eh ◦ φ∗).
This morphism is equivariant, for the homomorphism SL(Nt)×SL(Nh)→ SL(Nt)
given by projection in the first factor, but does not preserve the symplectic struc-
tures used for the balanced condition. Thus the two approaches have different
moment maps, and thus are qualitatively different.
Appendix A. Weakly Geometric Metrics
We include here the justification for the terminology used for weakly geometric
metrics.
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Proposition A.1. Fix a hermitian metric H on E and let let ‖·‖k be the geometric
metric on H0(E(k)) induced by Hk := H⊗hkL. Then if φ : M ⊗E → E is non-zero
then ‖ · ‖k is weakly geometric with respect to φ. Moreover the constant c′ can be
chosen uniformly as H varies in a bounded set of metrics on E.
Lemma A.2. Let M ′ and E be hermitian vector bundles and
m : H0(E(k))⊗H0(M ′)→ H0(M ′ ⊗ E(k))
be the natural multlipication map. Then there exists a constant C independent of k
such that
‖m‖2 ≤ C
where all the vector spaces are endowed with the induced L2-metric. In fact one
can take
C = h0(M ′) sup{|t(x)|2∞ : t ∈ H0(M ′), ‖t‖ = 1}.
Proof. Let sα be an orthonormal basis for H
0(E(k)) and tβ an orthonormal basis
for H0(M ′). Any v ∈ H0(E(k)) ⊗ H0(M ′) can be written as v = ∑β vβ where
vβ =
∑
α aαβsα ⊗ tβ for some coefficients aαβ . So ‖v‖2 =
∑
β ‖vβ‖2 and ‖vβ‖2 =
‖∑α aαβsα‖2.
Now let C ′ = supβ{‖tβ‖2∞}. Then
|m(vβ(z))|2 = |tβ(z)|2|
∑
α
aαβsβ(z)|2
and so
‖m(vβ)‖ ≤ C ′
∫
X
|
∑
α
aαβsβ(z)|2ω
n
n!
= C ′‖vβ‖2.
Hence using Cauchy-Schwarz,
‖m(v)‖2 ≤ h0(M ′)
∑
β
‖m(vβ)‖2 ≤ C
∑
β
‖vβ‖2 = C‖v‖
as claimed. 
Proof of Proposition A.1. We shall show that
c′
rkE
kn ≤ |||φ∗|||2, ‖φ∗‖ ≤ c′. (A.1)
We first deal with the operator norm. The map φ∗ is the composition of the
multiplication map H0(M) ⊗ H0(E(k)) → H0(M ⊗ E(k) and the pushforward
H0(M ⊗ E(k)) → H0(E(k)). The norm of this multiplication map is bounded in-
dependent of k by Lemma A.2 applied with M ′ = M . The norm of the pushforward
is clearly bounded, as φ is continuus and the vector spaces are endowed with their
L2-metrics. Thus we have ‖φ∗‖ = O(k0) as claimed.
Turning to the first equation in (5.2) recall that the leading order asymptotic of
the Bergman kernel is given by
Bk =
∑
α
sα ⊗ s∗,Hkα = kn Id +O(kn−1)
where {sα} is an orthonormal basis for H0(E(k)). Here Bk is considered as an
smooth section of End(E) and the error term can be taken in the supremum norm
determined by H, and is uniform as H varies over a bounded set. We recall that in
this expression the term sα ⊗ s∗,Hkα denotes taking the fibrewise dual, so should be
considered as an element in End(E ⊗ Lk) ' End(E), and under this identification
sα ⊗ s∗,Hkα (ζ) = sατ−1(sα, ζ ⊗ τ)Hk for ζ ∈ Ez, 0 6= τ ∈ Lkz .
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In particular taking the trace this implies
∑
α |sα(z)|2Hk = rkE kn + O(kn−1). So
applying the endomorphism Bk to some non-zero ζ ∈ Ex gives
knζ +O(kn−1) =
∑
α
sα(z)τ
−1(sα(z), ζ ⊗ τ)Hk .
Now tensoring with some η ∈Mz, applying φ and taking the norm-squared gives
k2n|φ(ζ ⊗ η)|2H =
∣∣∑
α
φ(sα(z)ητ
−1)(sα(z), ζ ⊗ τ)Hk +O(kn−1)
∣∣2
H
=
∣∣∑
α
φ(sα(z)η)τ
−1(sα(z), ζ ⊗ τ)Hk +O(kn−1)
∣∣2
H
≤
∑
α
|φ(sα(z)η)|2Hk
∑
α
|sα(z)|2Hk |ζ|2H +O(k2n−1)|η|2HM |ζ|2H
where the last inequality uses Cauchy-Schwarz for the sum, and then again for the
inner product (sα(z), ζz ⊗ τ)Hk . Thus
k2n
|φ(ζ ⊗ η)|2H
|ζ|2H
≤ rkE kn
∑
α
|φ∗(sα(z)η)|2Hk +O(k2n−1)|η|2HM . (A.2)
Now fix an orthonormal basis tβ for H
0(M). For each β let φβ : E → E be
φβ(ζ) = φ(ζ ⊗ tβ(z)) for ζ ∈ Ez
Observe that since M is globally generated, and φ 6= 0, there is at least one β for
which φβ is non-zero. We let c
′
β be the L
2-metric of φβ , i.e.
c′β := ‖φβ‖2H :=
∫
X
‖φβ |z‖2H
ωn
n!
where ‖φβ |z‖H is the operator norm of φβ |z : Ez → Ez, and set
c′ :=
∑
β
c′β > 0.
Now if tβ(z) 6= 0 then substituting η = tβ(z) into (A.2) gives
kn
rkE
|φβ(ζ)|2H
|ζ|2H
≤
∑
α
|φ∗(sα ⊗ tβ(z))|2Hk +O(kn−1)|tβ(z)|2HM
and taking the supremum over all non-zero ζ ∈ Ez gives
kn
rkE
‖φβ |z‖2H ≤
∑
α
|φ∗(sα ⊗ tβ(z))|2Hk +O(kn−1)|tβ(z)|2HM .
Moreover this inequality clearly holds if tβ(z) = 0. Thus taking the sum over all β
and then integrating over X gives
c′kn
rkE
≤
∑
α,β
‖φ∗(sα ⊗ tβ)‖2Hk +O(kn−1) = |||φ∗|||+O(kn−1)
which gives (A.1). 
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